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NYC council gives noncitizens right to vote 

Measure allows legal residents to have say in city elections 

Activists encourage the New York City Council to allow lawful permanent residents to vote. 

(Mary Altaffer AP) 

BY JEFFERY C. MAYS & ANNIE CORREAL 

NEW YORK 

New York City became the largest city in the country to allow noncitizens to vote in local 

elections after the City Council on Thursday overwhelmingly approved legislation granting 

the right to more than 800,000 legal residents. 

The move places New York City at the forefront of the debate over voting rights, serving as 

a stark contrast to some states that have moved to add voting restrictions, including 

explicitly barring noncitizens from voting. 

The legislation was approved over the objections of Mayor Bill de Blasio, who questioned 

whether the City Council has the power to grant voting rights to noncitizens. Legal experts 

expect that the bill could face a legal challenge. 

Noncitizens would be able to begin to register to vote a year from now. They could begin 

voting in local elections as of Jan. 9, 2023, according to the City Council. 

The legislation affects those with green cards or the right to work in the United States; it 

does not entitle them to vote in state or federal elections. Councilmember Ydanis 

Rodriguez, the bill’s primary sponsor, said the law will give more people who live in New 

York City and pay taxes there a say in how the city is run. 

“People who are looking to get elected to office will now have to spend the same amount of 

time in the communities affected by this legislation as they do in upper-class 

neighborhoods,” Rodriguez said in an interview. 
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Opponents of the bill say that it will usurp power from citizens and will discourage legal 

residents from pursuing U.S. citizenship. 

In Colorado, Florida and Alabama, voters approved ballot measures last year that stipulated 

that only U.S. citizens can vote. North Dakota and Arizona already formally bar noncitizens 

from voting. 

Americans for Citizen Voting, an organization founded in 2019 to oppose efforts to allow 

noncitizens to vote, sent a letter to the New York City Council this week urging council 

members to reject the bill. 

“We felt we needed to get involved because this is a growing movement across the 

country,” said the organization’s president, Christopher Arps. “We are not against 

immigrants — we believe immigrants have built this country. We just feel people should 

become citizens before they’re allowed to vote.” 

De Blasio has said he would not veto the bill. The bill automatically becomes law if it is not 

signed in 30 days. 

The mayor contended that noncitizen voting is a right that the state would have to grant, a 

position that many experts disagree with. 

Towns in Vermont and Maryland already allow noncitizens to vote in municipal elections. 

Noncitizens in San Francisco can vote in school board elections, and several municipalities in 

Illinois, Maine and Massachusetts are also considering allowing noncitizen voting. 

In New York, Mayor-elect Eric Adams has said he supports the right of green card holders to 

vote in local elections and has urged passage of the legislation. But he, too, has questioned 

whether the City Council has the ability to grant voting rights to noncitizens. A 

spokesperson for Adams said he would review the legislation when he takes office. 

Experts say that the New York state constitution grants voting rights to citizens but does not 

explicitly prevent noncitizen voting. Noncitizens were allowed to vote in New York City 

school board elections until the boards were abolished in the early 2000s. 

Under the legislation, the New York City Board of Elections, which has faced scrutiny about 

its handling of elections, would issue a separate voter registration form and provide ballots 

for noncitizens that only include municipal offices. 

Eva Santos, 32, who immigrated to the Bronx from the Dominican Republic at the age of 9 

and is allowed to live and work in the country through Deferred Action for Childhood 

Arrivals, a program known as DACA, said she felt a sense of relief and peace of mind when 

the legislation passed. 



“I think it’s a big step toward showing other localities that we have the right to be 

represented, and that we have contributed enough to be represented and have a voice,” 

Santos said. “We are New Yorkers like anyone else.” 

Mays and Correal write for 

The New York Times. 

Please publish all of this Article,  documents submitted by me, all of my correspondence and 

emails  directed to the Commission,  as part of the Commission’s record. Publics’ confidence 

is dependent on conformance to the Bylaws rules, full transparency, and the law concerning 

voting rights. 

All the best, John Stump  

Copy: San Diego City Attorney Mara Elliot and San Diego City Clerk 

 


